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TESSERACT brand was founded in 2011 by group of people united by common 
passion - moto sport. 
Since that the company has grown increasingly. We possess the world widest 
product range of accessories for off-road vehicles. All production process 
from idea to final product is conducted within the company. TESSERACT 
products occupy leading positions on European market and actively promoted 
by big foreign companies. TESSERACT produces goods for POLARIS, CFMOTO, 
BRP, SEA DOO, ARCTIC CAT, YAMAHA, STELS, TGB, GOES. Our mission is creating 
maximum quality product responding all recent trends.



Our team of specialists conducts full cycle process from idea to finished product.  We design and produce the article according to your  technical specification.

3D MODELSCAN SKETCH PROTOTYPE

ROTO MOLDINGCASTING MACHIENING QUALITY CONTROL
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CATALOG
TESSERACT сompany produces goods for POLARIS, CFMOTO, BRP, SEA DOO, ARCTIC CAT, YAMAHA, STELS, 
TGB, GOES. We use high-tech equipment and, quality materials in designing and production process. Every 
article passes full cycle of tests. All product range is in stock that allows to make dispatches as fast as 
possible.
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  RZR 570

  SPORTSMAN XP 1000 This storage box is designed for SPORTSMAN XP 1000 
and excellently completes the image of the quad.

The box is designed specifically for the Polaris RZR 570.
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 TURING 570
TOURING 570 REAR BOX
This box is designed specifically for the POLARIS TOURING 570 ATV. During the 
development, we took into account all the features of the ATV luggage rack and 
the backrest. The box fits perfectly into the rear rack.
It does not protrude over the outer dimensions of your quad and allows a rider to 
move or bend freely within the quad while driving.
It takes nearly 30 seconds to install or remove the box.
To set it all you have to do is fixate quick-release fasteners in the existing 
openings in the rack. No additional tool needed.
High-quality metal keyed locks ensure the safety of your belongings. Special 
sealing rubber set on the lid of the box protects your goods from grime, dust, and 
water even in the most extreme conditions of use.
The ribbing increases durability and sturdiness of the box, and perfectly blends 
within overall design of the quad.
It has a capacity of 115 liters and can easily hold two helmets.
10-litre jerry can be designed for this model is matched to the shape of the box lid 
which ensures a tight fit between two items.
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  RZR 1000
This box has been designed with regard to characteristics of POLARIS RZR XP 
1000 ATV and can be mounted on the models of this series only. While developing, 
we took into account all the features of the ATV’s luggage rack, so the box fits 
perfectly, even if a snorkel system is installed. 

 It takes not more than 30 seconds to install or remove the box, which allows you 
to quickly get to the hood. In order to set it all you have to do is fixate quick-
release fasteners in the existing openings in the rack. Note that there is no need 
for any additional tool.

High-quality metal keyed locks ensure the safety of your belongings. Special 
sealing rubber set on the lid of the box protects your goods from grime, dust, 
and water even in the most extreme conditions of use.

Multiple rigidity edges bring out the modern design of the box and enhance 
its strength and durability.

It has a capacity of 140 litres and can easily hold several helmets. Our boxes 
increase the active storage capacity of your ATV luggage rack by more than 
2 times.

There is a 15-litre jerry can designed for this model and it is matched to the form 
of the storage box cover that in turn ensures a tight fit between two items. 
You can set up to 2 fuel cans on 1 box.
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RZR 1000 CARGO BOX



 HIGH LIFTER
This box is made in the same style as SPORTSMAN 850 HIGH LIFTER and 
SPORTSMAN XP 1000 HIGH LIFTER EDITION quads and mounts on these models 
only. In designing, all of the rear rack features have been taken into account, to 
ensure that the box integrates perfectly with the rack, does not protrude beyond 
the rack sides and does not hinder driver’s movements. The set includes fasteners 
that fixate easily in the designated hole on the luggage compartment. Installation 
takes less than 30 seconds and does not require extra tool.

High-quality locks allow enjoying the off-road trip without worrying about the 
safety of personal items.

Rubber gasket set on the lid keeps items protected from dust and water, even 
under most extreme conditions of use.

The ribbing increases durability and sturdiness of the box, and perfectly blends 
within overall design of the quad. 
The box has a capacity of 50 litres. The 5-litre jerry can designed for this box 
conforms the shape of the box lid for a perfect fit. You can mount up to 2 jerry 
cans on the box. 
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HIGH LIFTER REAR BOX



 TURING 1000
This storage box is constructed specifically for POLARIS TOURING 850 SP and 
TOURING XP 1000 ATV models and made in the same style as ATVs. In designing, 
all of the rear rack features have been taken into account, to ensure that the box 
integrates perfectly with the rack, does not protrude beyond the rack sides and 
does not hinder driver’s movements.

Installation takes less than 30 seconds and does not require removing the 
backrest and handles. Included fasteners fixates easily in the designated holes 
with no extra tool needed.

High-quality lock latches allow enjoying the outings without worrying about the 
safety of personal items. Rubber gasket that seals the lid keeps items protected 
from dust and water, even under severe conditions of use.

The ribbing increases durability and sturdiness of the box, and perfectly blends 
within overall design of the quad.

This box has a capacity of 112 litres and is large enough to store 2 helmets.
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TURING 1000 REAR BOX



  800 TITAN
This box was developed specifically for Polaris 800 TITAN Snowmobile. We took 
into account all the details of the rear rack design, thus ensuring that the box fits 
ideally in the tunnel and doesn’t protrude beyond the sides of the vehicle. This 
storage box will definitely enrich the exterior of your snowmobile.

Installation requires neither much time (nearly 30 seconds) nor an additional 
tool. All you have to do to set it is fixate quick-release fasteners in the existing 
openings in the rack.

High-quality metal keyed lock keeps the lid secure and closed. Gasket seal 
between lid and base protects your goods from grime, dust and water even in the 
most challenging conditions.

Doubled cover is designed in such a manner, that if you throw open the flap you 
can use it as a table.

The box has advanced design unlike other simple boxes similar in weight. The 
ribbing enhances the strength and durability of this box.

The capacity of the box is 85 litres.
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800 TITAN REAR BOX



  OUTLAW
This storage box is specially created for kids’ quad bikes and has several added 
features. It has been designed with special focus on safety and comfort of 
youth riders. Ergonomic seat arms, a soft back pad and contoured surface with 
stiffeners on the exterior will cushion the impact in case the quad 
falls or tumbles. 

The storage box mounts onto a rack using U-shaped bolts that guarantees 
reliable retention on any rear rack made of metal profiles.   

High-quality metal keyed lock keeps the lid secure and closed. Gasket seal 
between lid and base protects your goods from grime, dust and water even in the 
most extreme conditions of use.   

The box has 70-litre capacity.
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OUTLAW BOX
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  CF800-Z8 This storage box was designed specifically for side-by-side CF800-Z8 (Z10) UTV.
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The case is created according to the size of UTV luggage compartment so it fits perfectly and fills all the space.
This UTV box comes with the set of quick release fasteners. It will take no more than 1 min to mount or remove it. The design 
of the case allows to achieve maximum proofness - the cover is set tightly on the box and presses the rubber seal.
The case chords well with UTV design, does not interfere with the rear view and does not point out your vehicle. 
This UTV box is one-of-a-kind and has no analogues in the world.
The volume of the case allows you to store 5 helmets and many other accessories for off-road exploration.
2 metal lockers with keys ensure the safety of your belongings.
On the top of the UTV box, there is a special site for 2 branded 5-liter CFMOTO jerry cans. Moulding reinforced hinges easily 
withstand the weight of a massive cover and two canisters.

Stiffeners bring out the modern design of the box and increase its durability.



  CF MOTO X10
The front ATV box is created for the CF Moto X10 ATV and intended for 
transportation of small luggage. Design features have provided that the ATV 
box does not exceed the ATV dimensions, and perfectly mounted on the hood. 
In addition, the height of ATV box does not cover the lights does not violate the 
driver’s view. Weight of ATV box is only 3,5 kg, so an additional load on the hood 
ATV is negligible, which is important for the balance of the ATV design. ATV box 
attached to the hood quick release fasteners that do not require special tools, 
which makes installation easy and quick.

The complete set of ATV box includes 2 metal lock that locked by keys. This 
ensures security for your belongings. In addition, water- and dust-proof rubber 
seal on the lid of ATV box ensure cleanliness and protection of your luggage in the 
most demanding conditions.

CF MOTO 850XC / X8 / X10 FRONT BOX
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  CF MOTO X5
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The ATV box is designed specially for quad bike CFMOTO X5 h.o. and suits for 
this model only.  It fits perfectly on the luggage rack and neither bothers the 
passenger nor protrudes beyond dimensions of the quad. It will make an ideal 
complement to your ATV.

Durable metal lockers with keys ensure the safety of your belongings.

The sealing rubber on the coffer top will protect your belongings from humidity, 
dirt and dust even in the toughest conditions.

The ATV box goes with quick release mounts that are installed into regular holes in 
luggage rack.

The case has a large volume and easily stores 2 helmets.

You can also place on it up to 4 branded canisters CFMOTO designed exclusively 
for this ATV box.
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CFORCE 550 / X5 / X6 REAR BOX



  CF MOTO X8
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The rear Box was designed especially for quad bike CFMOTO X8 h.o. and suits for 
this model only.

It fits perfectly on the luggage rack and neither bothers the passenger nor 
protrudes beyond dimensions of the quad. It will be an ideal complement to your 
ATV.

Durable metal lockers with keys will ensure the safety of your items.

The sealing rubber on rear Box top will protect your belongings from humidity, 
dirt, and dust even in the toughest conditions.

The rear Box goes with quick release mounts that are installed into regular holes 
in the luggage rack.

The rear Box has a large volume and easily stores 2 helmets.

You can also place on coffer up to 4 branded canisters CFMOTO designed 
exclusively for this coffer.
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CFORCE 850 xc/ X8 / X10 REAR BOX



  GUEPARD
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The ATV box is designed specially for quad bike STELS GUEPARD and suits for 
this model only. It fits perfectly on the luggage rack and neither bothers the 
passenger nor protrudes beyond dimensions of the quad. It will make an ideal 
complement to your ATV.

The case has a large volume (stores up to 4 helmets). There are places for new 
STELS canisters designed exclusively for this box and ATV STELS GUEPARD. The 
canisters are adjusted on specially reserved sites on the side and the top of ATV 
box as well as on the front site without interfering with the installation of the 
radiator removal.
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  LEOPARD
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The ATV box is designed specially for quad bike STELS LEOPARD and suits 
this model only. It fits perfectly on the luggage rack and neither bothers the 
passenger nor protrudes beyond dimensions of the quad. It will make an ideal 
complement to your ATV.

The case has a large volume (stores up to 4 helmets). There are places for new 
STELS canisters designed exclusively for this box and ATV STELS LEOPARD. The 
canisters are adjusted on specially reserved sites on the side and the top of ATV 
box as well as on the front site without interfering with the installation of the 
radiator removal.
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  BLADE 1000 
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This box is constructed specifically for TGB 1000 LT EPS quad and perfectly 
complements the image of the ATV. We took into account all the features of the 
ATV’s luggage rack to ensure a perfect fit. The box quickly mounts and removes 
easily. There is no extra tool is needed. Quick-release fasteners included in the 
set fixates securely in the designated holes on the luggage rack. 
High-quality lock latches do not protrude beyond the box sides and keep driver’s 
personal belongings safe and secure. Rubber gasket that seals the lid protects 
items from dust and water, even under severe conditions of use.

The ribbing increases sturdiness of the box, and blends perfectly within overall 
design of the quad.

This box has a capacity of 120 litres and easily holds several helmets. It consider 
ably increases active storage capacity of your ATV luggage rack.
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GOES BASKET

GOES NORMAL

  GOES BASKET This basket is designed for Cobalt and Iron ATV models. 
It installs on the front rack of quads.

This storage box was made specifically for Cobalt and Iron quad bike models. 
The box can be mounted as on single seat models and on two seater quad 
bikes without having to dismantle backrest and handles.
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  GOES  COBALT



MULTIPURPOSE  ATV BOXES  

R-302

969х543х390
Weight: 9 kg
Volume: 80 l

MOUSE PHANTOM

1122х556х380
Weight: 9,1 kg
Volume: 80 l

ULTRAR-303

968х545х469
Weight: 10,33 kg
Volume: 96 l

C-403 

R-304 

588х1008х382
Weight: 7,95 kg 
Volume: 75 l
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775х364х200
Weight: 6 kg 
Volume: 45 l

1038х481х441
Weight: 11,6 kg 
Volume: 200 l

1038х481х441
Weight: 12,5 kg 
Volume: 72 l

SOME UPGRADES ?

SAND TACK 

SMS WHEELS EXPEDITION CASE

GUN-CASE 
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*full product range is on www.tsstbox.com 

GKA RACING 
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